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In general relativity gravitational waves propagate at the speed of light, however in alternative
theories of gravity that might not be the case. We study the effects of a modified speed of gravity,
c2T , on the B-modes of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropy in polarisation. We
find that a departure from the light speed value would leave a characteristic imprint on the BB
spectrum part induced by tensors, manifesting as a shift in the angular scale of its peaks. We derive
constraints by using the available Planck and BICEP2 datasets showing how c2T can be measured,
albeit obtaining weak constraints due to the overall poor accuracy of the current BB power spectrum
measurements. The present constraint corresponds to c2T = 1.30±0.79 and c2T < 2.85 at 95% C.L. by
assuming a power law primordial tensor power spectrum and c2T < 2.33 at 95% C.L. if the running
of the spectral index is allowed. We derive forecasts for the next generation CMB satellites, which
we find capable of tightly constraining c2T at percent level, comparable with bounds from binary
pulsar measurements, largely due to the absence of degeneracy with other cosmological parameters.
Despite decades of intensive effort, gravitational waves
(GWs) have yet to be observed directly. While the situ-
ation may change in the coming decade [1], a new win-
dow has been opened by CMB experiments that have
recently detected the B-modes of polarisation [2, 3], offer-
ing an indirect measurement of cosmological GWs (ten-
sor modes). While on small angular scales the BB-power
spectrum is dominated by the lensing of the CMB, on
larger scales, the B-modes of polarisation are primarily
produced by tensor modes and give an insight onto pri-
mordial GWs [4].
In general relativity, short-wavelength GWs follow the
null geodesics of the background, thus their propagation
speed equals the speed of light on a flat background.
However in alternative theories addressing the phe-
nomenon of cosmic acceleration, in Horˇava-Lifshitz [5, 6]
gravity and, more generally, in Lorentz-violating theo-
ries [7–9], the speed of gravity may deviate from that
of light. For instance, some of the generalized scalar-
tensor models within the Horndeski family [10, 11], like
the covariant galileon involving certain derivative cou-
plings, are expected to modify the tensor propagation
speed [12–15]; quantum gravity effects may modify the
dispersion relation of GWs [16]; or the graviton may have
a mass which prevents it from behaving light-like [17].
Massive gravity has the added complication that diffeo-
morphism invariance is explicitly broken, therefore in this
paper we will focus on variations of cT and will not con-
sider a mass term [17, 18].
A direct measurement of the speed of GWs could
be achieved comparing the arrival times of light and
gravitational wave signals from a distant astronomical
source [19]. This has not been possible yet, however indi-
rect, local observations of gravitational radiation seem to
suggest that its propagation speed, at the current epoch,
is close to the speed of light. For instance, accurate mea-
surements of binary pulsar timing indicate that the sound
speed of GWs should not deviate from the general rela-
tivistic value by more than 1% [19]; the latter bound
assumes that energy is lost via GWs; models of modified
gravity might however imply also a loss of energy via
scalar radiation associated to an additional d.o.f., possi-
bly modifying this bound [20–22].
In this paper we focus on the B-modes of CMB polari-
sation and show how they offer a novel, independent way
to measure the propagation speed of GWs at the time of
recombination. As we will show, variations of cT affect
the BB power spectrum in a unique way which makes it
orthogonal with other cosmological parameters. Interest-
ingly, as we will discuss, the B-modes are only sensitive to
the modifications of the dispersion relation of the gravi-
ton around the time of recombination, therefore they are
complementary to bounds from binary pulsars, allowing
a combined constraint on the time variation of cT . We
derive bounds from current data, which we find to have
limited constraining power, as well as forecasts from up-
coming and future, cosmic variance limited, CMB exper-
iments.
On a flat Friedmann-Robertson-Walker background
one can use the rotational and translational symmetries
to decompose the metric perturbations into scalar, vec-
tor and tensor components. We are only interested in the
tensorial part:
ds2 = −a(τ)2[dτ2 + (δij + hij)dxidxj ] , (1)
where hij satisfy ∂ihij = 0 and hii = 0. We shall consider
a linear perturbation theory that also satisfies the gauge
symmetry hij → hij+∂(ij), where i is a generic function
of the coordinates.
We can write down the most general quadratic action
for hij that is ghost free and satisfies the symmetries
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FIG. 1: Left: the total B-mode polarisation power spectrum (solid lines) and its component due to tensor perturbations (dashed
lines). Right: the total CMB temperature power spectrum (solid lines) and its tensor component (dashed lines). In both panels
different colors correspond to different values of the speed of GWs. The other cosmological parameters are fixed to the best fit
of the Planck + BICEP2 datasets.
mentioned above:
S
(2)
T =
1
8
∫
dτ d3x a2M2P (τ)
(
h′ijh
′
ij − c2T (τ)∂khij∂khij
)
,
(2)
where matter sources are assumed to be minimally cou-
pled to the metric. Generally higher order gradient terms
hij∂
2nhij(n > 1) should also be included in the action (2)
but we have neglected them as we are interested in the
low energy phenomenology [18]. The function M2P (τ)
plays the role of the Planck mass which is allowed by
the above mentioned symmetries to vary in time. We
fix its value to M2P ≡ (8piG)−1 since time variations of
this quantity are constrained by a large number of com-
plementary observations [19, 23, 24] while polarisation
observables are expected to depend weakly on this quan-
tity. We are then left with modifications of the sound
speed of tensor modes, so that the action (2) results in
the following wave equation:
h′′ij + 2
a′
a
h′ij − c2T∂k∂khij =
2
M2Pa
2
Sij , (3)
where Sij is the transverse and traceless component of
the energy momentum tensor of the matter sector. Vary-
ing c2T changes the relevant dynamical scale of tensor per-
turbations from the effective cosmological horizon, cor-
responding to the case c2T = 1 (in units of the speed of
light), to the sound horizon. For this reason the net ef-
fect on CMB spectra is an horizontal shift of the whole
tensor induced component whose main peak moves at
the angular scale of the GWs sound horizon at recombi-
nation as can be seen in figure 1. Notably the sources
of the E and B-mode polarisation spectra are peaked at
the recombination epoch [4] thus making them dependent
on the dynamics of tensor perturbations at earlier times
but limiting the impact of a later evolution. We have
studied this effect numerically and found that a possible
late time dependence of the GWs sound speed does not
noticeably affect the polarisation observables which are
in turn sensitive to its value around the recombination
time. According to this result we have assumed c2T to be
constant throughout all cosmological epochs. Changing
the speed of GWs in principle impacts also the reion-
ization bump at large scales in the polarisation spectra.
The effect is however less prominent than the shift of the
recombination peak and its constraining power is also
reduced by cosmic variance, which is stronger at those
scales. The effect of horizontal shifting of the tensor
component of the CMB spectra can in principle be mim-
icked by a change in the cosmological expansion history
which is however tightly constrained by the scalar part
of the CMB itself [25, 26] and many other observations.
Other cosmological parameters, especially those defining
the primordial tensor power spectrum, are not expected
to be degenerate with c2T . The tensor to scalar ratio, for
example, shifts vertically the tensor part of CMB spec-
tra while the spectral index primarily changes its shape.
More complicated models for the tensor primordial power
spectrum could in principle be degenerate with c2T but if
inflationary consistency relations [27] are assumed then
the scalar sector is expected to break this degeneracy.
From figure 1 we can also see that the effect of chang-
ing c2T weakly influences the CMB temperature power
spectrum because the tensor induced component is sev-
eral orders of magnitude smaller than the scalar one for
values of the tensor to scalar ratio not yet excluded by ob-
servations. We have also investigated the influence of this
effect on the E-mode polarisation spectrum and found it
negligible. The B-mode spectrum is instead greatly in-
fluenced by changes in the speed of GWs thus making
this CMB observable the most suited for these studies.
We use the recently released BICEP2 [2] data along
with the Planck CMB temperature power spectrum mea-
surements [28] and the WMAP low-` polarisation spec-
tra [29] to constrain the speed of sound of cosmological
GWs. To forecast the precision at which this quantity
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FIG. 2: Left: The marginalized joint likelihood for the GWs speed of sound c2T and parameters defining the primordial tensor
power spectrum: the tensor to scalar ratio r0.002, the scalar perturbations spectral index ns and its running dns/dlnk. Different
colors correspond to different combinations of datasets and models as shown in the legend. The two different shades indicate
the 68% and the 95% confidence regions. Right: Marginalized likelihoods of the tensor perturbations sound speed for the
considered datasets and models.
will be measured by the next generation of CMB exper-
iments we create simulated datasets adopting the spec-
ifications of the Cosmic Origins Explorer (CORE) [30]
and the Polarized Radiation Imaging and Spectroscopy
Mission (PRISM) [31] satellites. We perform a Markov
Chain Monte Carlo analysis of both the current data
and the simulated data using the publicly available Cos-
moMC package [32]; in the case of forecast this allows us
to have a good handle on the degeneracies among cosmo-
logical parameters. We allow variation of the six base-
line cosmological parameters of the Λ Cold Dark Mat-
ter (ΛCDM) model, plus the running of the scalar spec-
tral index and the amplitude of primordial cosmological
GWs; we impose the single field inflationary scenarios to
relate the spectral index of tensors to the scalar one.
The results of this analysis for both current data and
forecast are shown in figure 2, while in figure 3 we pro-
vide a zoom of the forecasts of the cosmological param-
eters most relevant for our analysis. From panel (d) of
figure 2 we can see that the marginalized likelihood of c2T
is peaked at its GR expected value, i.e. c2T = 1 (in units
of the speed of light) when considering a model without
the running of the spectral index. Very high values of c2T
are excluded since they would move the tensor compo-
nent of the B-mode spectrum to large scales, resulting in
a poor fit of the measured data points. From panel (a) of
figure 2, we can notice that there is a degeneracy between
c2T and the tensor to scalar ratio assumed at a pivot scale
of 0.002 Mpc−1. The reason for this degeneracy is that
those values of c2T shift the GWs contribution to the spec-
trum toward smaller scales so that the only way to fit the
data points is to change the spectrum amplitude. We can
also see from panel (b) of figure 2 that c2T is weakly degen-
erate with the spectral index due to the poor constraining
power of the BICEP2 measurements. From the combi-
nation of the Planck and BICEP2 datasets we obtain the
marginalized bound: c2T = 1.30 ± 0.79 and c2T < 2.85 at
95% C.L..
If we allow a running of the primordial tensor power
spectrum index the situation changes slightly. From
the marginalized joint likelihood of c2T , r0.002, ns and
dns/dln k in panels (a,b,c) of figure 2, we can see that c
2
T
is driven toward smaller values and this is further con-
firmed by its marginalized distribution in panel (d). The
peak of the probability distribution of c2T is found not to
be at its GR value which is however not excluded. From
the same figure we can see that as c2T goes toward smaller
values its degeneracy with r0.002 is enhanced while it is
not so pronounced with respect to the running of the
spectral index, shown in panel (c), and ns itself, shown
in panel (b). Given the skewness of the marginal distri-
bution of c2T which is also cut at c
2
T = 0 we report here
only its upper bound: c2T < 2.33 at 95% C.L..
We now turn to the forecasts to investigate further
these degeneracies and to evaluate our capability of con-
straining the speed of cosmological GWs with future gen-
eration surveys. Our results do not include any forecast
on de-lensing capability, and thus represent rather con-
servative bounds in the adopted forecast setup. Indeed
the CMB lensing signal represents the main contaminant
for measurement of primordial GWs from the BB spec-
trum and the constraining power will improve accord-
ingly to the capability of tracing this signal. The results
are shown in figure 3, with a fiducial model assumed to
be the best fit one obtained with the Planck and BICEP2
datasets. We can clearly see that increasing the accuracy
of B-mode polarisation observations removes all the de-
generacy with the other cosmological parameters since
the measurements would be able to disentangle the ef-
fect of horizontal shifting, due to changes in c2T , from the
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FIG. 3: The marginalized joint likelihood for the GWs speed of sound c2T , the tensor to scalar ratio r0.002, the scalar perturbations
spectral index ns and its running dns/dlnk. Different colors correspond to different instrumental specifications used in the
forecast and different models as shown in the legend. The two different shades indicate the 68% and the 95% confidence
regions.
vertical shifting induced by varying r0.002 or the shape
changes due to ns and the running of the spectral index.
As a result we can say that the parameter c2T , quanti-
fying the speed of GWs at recombination, is orthogonal
to other cosmological parameters, as it is theoretically
expected. We can also notice that considering an instru-
ment with higher precision like PRISM, does not improve
significantly on the determination of c2T with respect to
CORE, since the effect is seen at degree angular scales
where both of the considered experiments are cosmic vari-
ance limited.
Overall, we see that the next generation of CMB ex-
periments will constrain the speed of cosmological GWs
with a 1% accuracy independently of the assumed shape
of the primordial power spectrum.
To summarize, we have considered a varying sound
speed for cosmological GWs and its effects on the power
spectrum of B-modes of the Cosmic Microwave Back-
ground (CMB) anisotropies polarisation. We have de-
rived the constraints on this quantity using the present
CMB data from Planck and the BB power spectrum on
the degree angular scale as reported recently by the BI-
CEP2 experiment. Moreover, we have derived the pro-
jected constraints which will be within reach of the future
generation, polarisation dedicated CMB satellites.
We have found that a departure of cT from the speed
of light has an apparent projection effect on the char-
acteristic peak of the BB power spectrum at the degree
scale, which corresponds to the part produced by cosmo-
logical GWs. We have identified the origin of this feature
in the effective “re-scaling” of the gradient term of the
wave equation (3), affecting the horizon re-entry time for
the tensor component, and thus the location of the BB
peak in the angular domain.
Despite of the high constraining power of Planck on
ΛCDM parameters, the claimed statistical significance
in current measurements of B-modes results in a broad
constraint on the GWs sound speed, cT , corresponding
to c2T = 1.30 ± 0.79 and c2T < 2.85 at 95% C.L. by as-
suming a power law primordial tensor power spectrum;
c2T < 2.33 at 95% C.L. is obtained if a running of the
spectral index is allowed. Since the effect of c2T is rather
orthogonal with that of other cosmological parameters,
we have established the ultimate constraining power by
adopting the specifications of the future proposed CMB
satellites. We have found that those are indeed capable
of resolving the parameter space into a neat constraint
on cT , without degeneracies with other parameters, down
to a percent level. We observe that such a constraining
power is almost competitive with the one from observa-
tions of binary pulsar timing.
These results confirm the relevance of CMB polari-
sation measurements in exploring fundamental physics.
Current sub-orbital probes are expected to improve sub-
stantially on the present constraints on the propagation
velocity of GWs. As we have shown, this quantity is inde-
pendent from other ΛCDM parameters, and consequently
the ultimate precision, within reach of future, polarisa-
tion dedicated CMB satellites, will be at the level of the
best probes which have been conceived so far.
We conclude by outlining the expected progress in the
near future. The Planck collaboration will publish results
including polarisation within the end of the year. At the
same time, the progress in the observations at degree and
arcminute (e.g. BICEP2 [2] and PolarBear [3]) scales, are
expected to contribute substantially to the measurement
of the tensor cosmological component constraining the
effects which contribute in shaping the BB spectrum of
CMB polarisation anisotropies.
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Note added.—While this paper was in preparation, a re-
lated paper was posted on arxiv.org [33] commenting on
similar ideas. Our work focuses on the detectability of
cT while providing forecasts for next generation CMB
experiments.
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